THE I. W. W. TRIAL

by Mary J. Kehoe

In 1917, the I.W.W. uprising in the city of Seattle, Washington, led to a trial that galvanized public opinion.

Notice to Readers

To the Editor:

We have received your request to publish your letter in our upcoming issue. Our policy is to publish letters that contribute to public discourse and debate.

A TRAGEDY

by Joseph B. Hinckley

The tragic events that unfolded in the city of New York in 1918.

Sensible Propaganda

by Robert E. Wight

The role of propaganda in shaping public opinion and fostering social change.

Triumphant Russia

by Eugene D. Derry

The rise of the Soviet Union and its impact on world politics.
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PIQUA SOCIALISTS OUST SHADY POLITICIANS

Reveal Duplicity of Old Party Gang
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The Socialist Party is your party as long as you
Pay dues regularly!

PIQUA, Ohio, Thursday, July 16th, 1891.

The Socialist Party is your party as long as you pay dues regularly!
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The Socialist Party is your party as long as you pay dues regularly!

This document is a continuation of the previous one, discussing the Socialist Party's platform and its recent victories in elections. It mentions the Ohio State Ticket and the victorious candidates, emphasizing the importance of paying dues to remain a member of the party.
Pay Up! Square Up! Right Now

July is PAY UP month in the Socialist Party of Ohio. July is here. Therefore this is the month in which you are to "Square Up" with the best party on earth. You are a month behind! Two months behind! Six months behind in your dues? It matters not. YOU ARE BEHIND—that's what hurts. And that's why we shout into your ear--PAY UP! Look here! Last year the state secretary reported an average of 4,283 dues paying members in our party. Since then we have admitted 5,420 new members. Therefore we ought to have 9,703 members today. Have we that many? No! How many have we? Just 5,787. Where are the 3,916 which are unaccounted for? WE'LL TELL YOU WHERE THEY ARE. THEY ARE IN BAD STANDING! Quit it! Pay Up! Do it now! Look at your dues book this very minute. Are your dues paid ahead? If they are not, you are in grave danger.

PAY UP! PAY UP! PAY UP!
Summary of Previous Chapters

Johnstone and the vice-president of the State Office had this to say: "The printing of the book was in process for over a year and a half, and we had to pay for it in cash."

When the printing was finished, the book was distributed to all the district offices. The vice-president of the State Office had this to say: "We had to pay for the printing in advance, and we had to pay for the book in cash."